1916 ‘Leaders and Learners’ Bursaries Terms and Conditions 2018-19

● These bursaries are tenable for the duration of the primary degree programme undertaken subject to funding being available.

● A student can only hold one bursary. In the event of a student qualifying for more than one bursary, the bursary of the greatest value will be awarded.

● Awarding of this bursary will not affect entitlement to the Student Grant (SUSI) administered or the Back to Education BTEA.

● The students who are awarded scholarships are required to pay any fees or monies due to the University. Failure to do so may result in the withdrawal of the bursary.

● The bursary cannot be deferred.

● If a student has to repeat a stage the bursary will be suspended for that year and will resume once the student progresses. Academic performance will be monitored and relevant support provided if necessary.

● Students will be expected to fulfil the regulations of their college and to undergo any examinations/assessment as determined by the authorities of their college for their course.

● The university reserves the right to withdraw the bursary should a student continually fail to complete the academic standards of their programme, or if they face disciplinary proceedings.

● The students who are awarded the 1916 bursary are required to pay any fees due to the University. Failure to do so may result in the withdrawal of the scholarship.

● Successful candidates will be required to provide a short annual report and photographs, extracts of which will be used in publicity materials and reports to the HEA.

● The 1916 Scholars will be encouraged to act as role models within their HEI and their local community.

● 1916 scholar’s progression & results will be tracked for HEA reporting requirements.